Is Cognitive Control Unreliable? When Means are not Enough
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The Present Investigation

Results and Discussion

Cognitive control is the collection of controlled and
automatic processes that allow goal-directed behavior.1,2
Most theories assume this goal-directed behavior takes the
form:

• Reliability was calculated by computing each effect for the odd
vs. even trials within the experiment.
= eliminated via Cook’s distance

• We replicate all standard effects: large conflict, Gratton
and post-error slowing effects
• The delta plots indicate that that the distribution for
the control effects is similar across all three tasks
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Recent theories focus on how the performance monitoring
mechanism recruits of executive function. The primary
signals are response conflict3, error likelihood4, and
hierarchical learning5.

= eliminated using Cook’s distance
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Discussion
The relatively low reliability of these measures is
surprising given the strength of these effects at the group
level.
• We need to think more critically about potential
sources of noise within the system (e.g., response vs.
perceptual)
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The absence of a correlation in the Gratton effect across
tasks is inconsistent with a single performance
monitoring mechanism
• That error-related slowing effects are correlated
across tasks is consistent with a common
performance monitoring mechanism.
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If there is a single performance monitoring mechanisms,
then the size of the sequential “control” effects should be
correlated across tasks.

Our results are potentially consistent with other notions:
• Relative amounts of proactive and reactive control
strategies are important.6
• Several sources of information can by used by the
performance monitoring mechanism.7
• Hierarchical learning processes can, in principle,
explain all of these effects.8

We test that here looking at the error-related slowing effect
and the Gratton effect.
• Error-related slowing effect is the difference in response times for
trials following errors vs. following correct trials.
• Gratton effect is the difference in the size of the conflict effect
following congruent vs. incongruent trials.

Methods and Design
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Participants: N=124. Seven participants were
excluded from the analysis for <70% accuracy
rates in any one task leaving N=117 subjects.
The task took about an hour to complete.
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Task Design: Subjects performed a Simon,
Stroop, and Flanker task in random order,
with two response options mapped to each
hand. Stimuli remained on screen until
response. Inter-trial-interval of 600ms
separated trials.
128 trials per block
96 Congruent and 32 Incongruent trials.
1 practice + 4 experimental blocks

Caveats
The Gratton effect was estimated using only post
congruent trials.
• Despite using ~1.5-2x as many trials as the typical
cognitive control experiment, extremely low splithalf reliability of the Gratton effect (i.e -.08 to .12)
forced us to use the size of the conflict effect
following a congruent trial.
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